Introduction
We will note three linear-recurrent sequences, which have presence in the counting of the domino tilings: Fibonacci numbers, Pell numbers and Heronian triples.
We will denote the Fibonacci numbers with n f . They are defined with has an area that is an integer when 1 n ≥ . The triple ( ) 
Ribbon Grids and Heronian Triples
We will consider a domino tiling of the graph grids, shown on Figure 2 . Let's denote the graph grids and the number of the domino tilings for the same grids with n A , n B , n C , n D and n E .
Theorem 1.
Let's consider the ribbon graph grids, shown on Figure 2 . We have the following dependencies between them: Figure 3 . For the top left vertex there are exactly two possibilities for the connected edge -highlighted in red. After specifying the first edge, the edge in green is marked as "obligatory". For the residual graph, the domino tilings are n B . In the other case for the first marked edge for the residual graph, the domino tilings are n C . In a similar way to figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 are illustrated more dependencies.
Proof. The first equation is represented on
Using the proved equations in theorem 1 we compose table 1 for the domino tilings. The number of the domino tilings for the ribbon grids shown on figure 2 is represented for 1 n ≥ , using the formulas:
Proof. Using equations A c x c x = + . We determine the coefficients using the data from table 1. Hence, for 1 n ≥ we have: 
We receive the following equations for sequence { } n D , when 4 n ≥ ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
Corollary. The proved formulas give the opportunity for receiving new dependencies: 1
Note. We 
Proof. Let's note with n g the graph grid on figure 9 , and also the number of the domino tilings for the same graph. Then 3 12 g = we get the following formulas for 1 n ≥ ( ) ( ) ( )
Now we easily prove the following:
Corollary. Let n A , n B , n G and n g be the numbers from theorem 1, theorem 2 and theorem 3. Then: 
In table 2 are shown the domino tilings n A , n B , n G and n g for the values of n ranging from 1 to 10. The proved dependencies between them can be seen. .
Proof. We have to prove that .
when n is an even number and
when n is an odd number. Actually for the respective products we have:
g n 
Domino tilings of graph grids 4 n W P ×
Let's consider the graph grid ( ) 4 n K e P − × , also known as 4 n W P × , shown on figure 12. We will use the shorter denotation 4 n W P × . Table 4 Theorem 5. For the domino tilings n V of a graph 4 n W P × we have the recurrent dependency Using these equations we find 1 2 V = , 2 10 V = , 3 36 V = , 4 145 V = . We can find the explicit formula for n V using the solutions of the equation 
Theorem 1, theorem 2 and theorem 3 Sequences in OEIS Number

А109437
However, considerable efforts are necessary in order to do this. In 2002 James A. Sellers published one extraordinary formula for the domino tilings of a graph grid 4 n W P × , or namely: the number of the domino tilings of a graph 4 n W P × is represented as a product of the respective numbers from the Fibonacci and Pell sequences. For some of the values this fact is illustrated in table 5. The proof is made using the method of mathematical induction.
Theorem 6. For the number of the domino tilings of a graph grid 4 n W P × we have the formula .
Note. The formula . In our case 1 u = and 2 v = . 1  1  2  2  2  2  5  10  3  3  12  36  4  5  29  145  5  8  70  560  6  13 169  2197  7  21 408  8568  8 34 985 33490 
As there is a graph (this is a graph grid
h = , 3 7 h = , which means that n p are Pell's numbers, included in OEIS with number А000129, and the numbers n h are with number А001333.
Domino tilings of graph grids 3 2n
C P × and 1,3 2n K P × Two more graph grids are associated with impressive dependencies for the domino tilings. These are graph 3 2n C P × and graph 1,3 2n K P × . Theorem 8. Let's consider graph 3 2n C P × and graph n t as shown on figure 20. Let n T be the number of the domino tilings for graph 3 2n C P × , and n t be the number of the domino tilings of graph n t , where n is a positive integer. Then for 1 n ≥ : 
Proof. Let's start the counting from the "bottom" of the graph grid. The nonzero possibilities are illustrated on figure 21: three vertical edges, one vertical and one horizontal edge. We receive the first dependency 5  21  5  21  7  21  7  21  14 2 2 
We will prove one unique coincidence for the number of the domino tilings of the two graphs 3 2n C P × and 1,3 2n K P × . Proof. Let's start counting from the "bottom" of the graph grid 1,3 2n K P × (Another denotation is 3 2n S P × ). On figure 24 are illustrated the non-zero possibilities: three vertical edges or one horizontal and two vertical edges. We obtain This means that n n Q T = and n n q t = . Proof. In accordance with the definition for n w , . 
